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Computing: 
In computing we will be learning about 

how to choose safe websites and use the 

information we find there without 

plagiarising people’s work. We will use 

our research and experiences on school 

journey to create our own websites.  

Art and Design: 

 In art we will be making studies 

of flora and flauna in Sullfolk 

using our sketch books. We will 

learn about the work of John 

Constable and Andy Goldsworthy  

creating our own watercolour 

landscapes and beach themed art.  

Geography: 

 We will be studying Suffolk as a 

contrasting UK locality. We will 

find out where Suffolk is, what it 

is like and how it is changing. 

Through our own exploration of 

Suffolk on school journey we will 

make comparisons between 

Suffolk and Bethnal Green.    

We will be learning how to find 

out about places using maps.  

English: We explore motivation behind characters 

actions using drama to explore parody in order to 

retell a story. Using poems as a stimulus we explore 

the powerful use of similes and metaphors to create 

images. After studying journalistic texts and 

developing an understanding of bias texts we write 

magazine articles and a TV news report. W then 

build on this to create balanced arguments.  We also 

use our experiences in Suffolk for a range of creative 

writing purposes.  

 
Maths: 

After identifying children’s gaps in knowledge and 

common misconceptions, we will study: place value, 

equivalent fractions, converting percentages, decimals 

and fractions, division using repeated subtraction and 

using partitioning to multiply. We will then 

contextualise these areas in test style questions. We will 

also be practising arithmetic strategies under timed 

conditions. 

P.E.: We will be working on a 

range of strategic games and 

developing our gymnastic skills. 

We will also be developing our 

fitness and understanding of 

being healthy.  

R.E.: 

 In RE we will be exploring why 

some people believe God exists 

and what impact believing or not 

believing in God has on people’s 

lives.   

Science: 

Whilst on school journey we will be 

visiting a range of habitats to find 

out what the place is like and what 

animals live there.  

Back in school we will explore how 

animals are adapted to suit the 

places they live and explore 

evolution and Darwin’s work.  

We will learn how the plants and 

animals in a habitat depend on each 

other through studying food chains.  

We will use and create keys to see 

how plants and animals are 

classified using observable features.   

 

 


